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DNA nanoparticles with three-fold coordination have been observed to self-assemble in experiment
into a network equivalent to the hexagonal (6.6.6) tiling, and a network equivalent to the 4.8.8
Archimedean tiling. Both networks are built from a single type of vertex. Here we use analytic
theory and equilibrium and dynamic simulation to show that a model particle, whose rotational
properties lie between those those of the vertices of the 6.6.6 and 4.8.8 networks, can self-assemble
into a network built from three types of vertex. Important in forming this network is the ability of
the particle to rotate when bound, thereby allowing the formation of more than one type of binding
motif. The network in question is equivalent to a false tiling, a periodic structure built from irregular
polygons, and possesses 40 particles in its unit cell. The emergence of this complex structure, whose
symmetry properties are not obviously related to those of its constituent particles, highlights the
potential for creating new structures from simple variants of existing nanoparticles.
I. INTRODUCTION
DNA nanotechnology has provided a large number of
nanoparticles that are able to self-assemble into interest-
ing structures [1, 2]. Usually, the symmetry of the struc-
ture is related in a simple way to the symmetry of the
constituent nanoparticle. For example, 3-pointed DNA
‘star’ particles, whose sticky arms lie 120◦ apart, can
self-assemble into a network equivalent to the hexagonal
tiling [3] (this tiling is also designated 6.6.6, meaning that
three regular 6-gons encircle each vertex [4]). In Fig. 1
we show a picture of a network, built from model parti-
cles, equivalent to the 6.6.6 tiling (drawing lines between
the centers of bound particles produces the picture of the
tiling). The angle between sticky patches, 120◦, is equal
to the internal angle of the hexagon, and so the symme-
try of the particle is clearly reflected in the symmetry of
the assembly. Three-fold-coordinated DNA particles can
also self-assemble into a network equivalent to the 4.8.8
tiling [4, 5] (meaning that a square and two octagons en-
circle each vertex). The model picture in Fig. 1 shows
such a network, built from a particle whose sticky arms
lie 90◦ and 135◦ degrees apart. The angles 90◦ and 135◦
are equal to the internal angles of the square and the
octagon, making clear the connection between the parti-
cle and the assembly. Notably, the sticky patches of the
particle must be chemically specific, in the sense that
only two types of complementary interaction are possi-
ble [5, 6]. In the absence of chemical specificity, if all
particles stick to all other particles, then there exist too
many competing structures to allow self-assembly of the
4.8.8 tiling. In this sense the 4.8.8 tiling is more complex
than the 6.6.6 tiling.
In this paper we describe an example of self-assembly
in which the assembled structure is not related in an
obvious way to the symmetry of its constituent parti-
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cles. We use analytic theory and simulation to study a
patchy-particle model [7–16] of 3-pointed DNA nanopar-
ticles. When the rotational properties of this particle lie
between those of the constituents of the 4.8.8 and 6.6.6
networks, we observe the assembly of a network more
complex than either. A section of this new network is
shown in Fig. 1. The network possesses three types of ver-
tex, around which, in clockwise order, sit 1) a pentagon,
a hexagon, and an octagon; 2) a pentagon, an octagon,
and a hexagon; and 3) a pentagon and two hexagons.
These polygons are irregular – the tiling is ‘false’ [4] –
because the sum of angles of regular polygons of these
types is not 360◦. Although these vertices and polygons
are irregular, the network is periodic over a distance of
several unit cells. Just as for the 4.8.8 network, assembly
of this false tiling requires chemical specificity. However,
in contrast to the 4.8.8 or 6.6.6 networks, the interactions
of the constituent particles must be flexible to a substan-
tial degree, to allow the adoption of more than one type
of binding motif. Neither motif is exactly commensurate
with the rotational properties of the particle itself.
In what follows we describe the dynamic simulations
used to discover this structure (Section II), and the an-
alytic (Section III) and equilibrium (Section IV) simula-
tion methods that suggest that the structure is a ther-
modynamically stable phase. We conclude in Section V.
II. IN WHICH DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
REVEAL THE SELF-ASSEMBLY OF A
PECULIAR STRUCTURE
Consider a patchy-particle simulation model similar to
those of Refs. [6, 17], sketched in Fig. 1. We take hard
discs of diameter a that attract each other via patches
of opening angle 2w. The larger is w, the more the par-
ticle can rotate when bound, i.e. w can be considered
a proxy for binding flexibility. Patch bisectors are sep-
arated by angles φ0 and θ0 = pi − φ0/2; we shall focus
on the interval 90◦ ≤ φ0 ≤ 120◦. Particle interactions
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FIG. 1. Top: Geometry of model particles, together with a
schematic of the type of DNA nanoparticle they are intended
to rep sent (see e.g. Ref. [5]). The angles φ0 and θ0 are
the angles separati g patch bisectors. Only the patch com-
binations 0:1 and 2:2 are sticky. Bottom: snapshots of the
networks self-assembled whe φ0 takes different values. From
top to bottom: For φ0 ≈ 90◦ (here 96◦) the network equiva-
lent to the 4.8.8 tiling; for 100◦ . φ0 . 110◦ (here 104◦), the
false tiling, labeled ‘new’ in figures; and for φ0 ≈ 120◦ (here
116◦) the 6.6.6 tiling. The parameter w = 10◦ in all cases.
are of the Kern-Frenkel [7] type, and are chemically se-
lective. In units of kBT , particles experience a pairwise
attraction of energy − if 1) two disc centers lie within
a distance 11σ/10, where σ is a particle diameter (an
arbitrary choice intended only make the range of inter-
action short with respect to the particle diameter); if 2)
the line joining the two disc centers cuts through one
patch on each disc; and if 3) the contacting patches are
of type 0 and 1 or 2 and 2. Engaged patches are shown
green in figures, and free patches are shown black. We
sometimes draw, on top of networks, the convex poly-
gons that result from joining the centers of bound discs.
The simulation protocol we used is designed to mimic the
deposition and assembly of molecules on surfaces. We
work in the grand-canonical ensemble. We start with an
empty substrate and allow particles to appear and disap-
pear on it using grand-canonical Monte Carlo moves [18].
We allow particles to move on the substrate using the
virtual-move Monte Carlo algorithm described in the ap-
pendix of Ref. [19]. We started the simulation with a
small value of  (≈ 1) and a chemical potential chosen so
that the substrate is sparsely occupied by particles, and
we ‘cooled’ the system slowly by increasing  by a value of
≈ 0.1 every million Monte Carlo steps. After some time
we observe the formation of a network structure, either
ordered or disordered.
To identify networks of interest, we recorded the
largest number Ns of convex polygons of type s (s-gons)
seen over the course of the cooling simulation (recall that
polygons are drawn on top of networks by joining the
centers of bound discs). Results for a range of choices
of patch width 2w and small patch-bisector angle φ0 are
shown in Fig. 2. When φ0 ≈ 90◦ we observe assembly of
a network equivalent to the 4.8.8 Archimedean tiling [6],
signaled on the plots by the roughly equal numbers of
4-gons and 8-gons. When φ0 ≈ 120◦ we observe assem-
bly of a network equivalent to the 6.6.6 tiling. Note that
this network assembles with or without patch chemical
specificity. For intermediate values of φ0 we observe net-
works that harbor a mixture of convex n-gons, including
8-gons, 5-gons and 6-gons. Some of those structures are
shown in the bottom panel of the plot. For values of w
between about 10◦ and about 20◦, and for values of φ0
between about 100◦ and 110◦, we observe self-assembly
of the aforementioned false tiling, signaled by the roughly
1:2:2 ratio of 8-gons:6-gons:5-gons. This tiling assembles
in small patches of a few unit cells, unlike the 4.8.8 and
6.6.6 tilings, which typically occupy the whole simulation
box. For larger values of w the false tiling coexists with
the 4.8.8 tiling (for φ0 ≈ 100◦) – see the third snapshot in
Fig. 2 from the left – or the 6.6.6 tiling (for φ0 ≈ 110◦).
The following two sections show that false tiling, in the
parameter regime we see it assemble, is either thermody-
namically stable or comparable in free energy to the 6.6.6
and 4.8.8 tilings.
III. IN WHICH ANALYTIC CALCULATION
SUGGESTS THAT THE FALSE TILING IS
THERMODYNAMICALLY STABLE
In this section we show that a simple analytic estimate
indicates that the false tiling is lower in rotational free
energy than either the 6.6.6 or 4.8.8 tilings, in the re-
gion of parameter space in which we see it self-assemble.
The argument makes use of the geometric construction
shown in Fig. 3. The argument is mean-field in nature:
we imagine a single disc sitting at a single vertex, and
we calculate the rotational entropy the disc possesses if
it is bound, i.e. if the edges of the network emanating
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FIG. 2. Largest number of convex s-gons, Ns formed by networks over the course of self-assembly simulations, for a range of
patch widths 2w and small patch-bisector angles φ0. Shown below are snapshots taken at the indicated values of w and φ0.
from the vertex cut thorough all three of its patches. We
imagine the particle’s position to be fixed to the center of
the vertex, and so we ignore vibrational entropy. We also
ignore the configurational entropy associated with rear-
rangements of the network. Comparison with the simu-
lations of Section IV indicates that these approximations
are reasonable, i.e. that the properties of networks are
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FIG. 3. Graphical construction for the analytic argument
described in Secti n III. The angles θi are the inter al angles
of three polygons that meet at the vertex of a network, and
the angles ∆i describe the mismatch between these angles and
the angles φ0 and θ0 between patch bisectors.. As described in
the text, the deflection angles ∆i must satisfy certain criteria
for a disc to serve as such a vertex, and the associated freedom
defines the particle’s rotational free energy. Right: Geometry
of the false tiling.
indeed dominated by rotational entropy.
If a disc (whose patch bisector angles are φ0 and θ0 =
pi − φ0/2) sits at a vertex between polygons of internal
angles θ1, θ2 and θ3, with the lines separating polygons
offset from the patch bisectors by angles ∆1, ∆2, and ∆3,
then
θ1 = φ0 −∆1 + ∆2;
θ2 = θ0 −∆2 + ∆3; and
θ3 = θ0 −∆3 + ∆1. (1)
It is convenient to solve the above equations for ∆2 and
∆3 in terms of ∆1, giving
∆2 = θ1 − φ0 + ∆1; and
∆3 = pi − φ0/2− θ3 + ∆1, (2)
with θ2 = 2pi − θ1 − θ3.
We want to evaluate the rotational partition function
for a bound disc,
Z =
∫ pi
−pi
d∆1
3∏
i=1
Θ(w −∆i)Θ(w + ∆i), (3)
in which Θ(x) = 1 if x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 otherwise.
These Θ functions are all 1 if each grey line in Fig. 3
cuts through a black (sticky) patch. The largest pos-
sible value of Z is 2w, which occurs when the poly-
gon angles (θ1, θ2, θ3) equal the patch-bisector angles
(φ0, pi − φ0/2, pi − φ0/2).
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FIG. 4. Rotational free energy f (in units of kBT ) of discs
with small patch-bisector angle φ0 that serve as the vertices
of the indicated tilings. Lines are obtained from numerical
evaluation of Equations (5), (6), and (8). We have subtracted
from each line the smallest possible value of f , namely ln 2w,
so that 0 is the origin of free energy.
With all arguments in (3) written out we have
Z(φ0, w; θ1, θ3) =
∫ pi
−pi
d∆1Θ(w −∆1)Θ(w + ∆1)
× Θ(w − θ1 + φ0 −∆1)
× Θ(w + θ1 − φ0 + ∆1)
× Θ(w − pi + φ0/2 + θ3 −∆1)
× Θ(w + pi − φ0/2− θ3 + ∆1), (4)
with θ2 = 2pi − θ1 − θ3.
For the rotational free energy of the 6.6.6 tiling we have
θ1 = θ3 = 2pi/3, and so, in units of kBT ,
f666(φ0, w) = − lnZ(φ0, w; 2pi/3, 2pi/3). (5)
For the rotational free energy of the 4.8.8 tiling we have
f488(φ0, w) = − lnZ(φ0, w;pi/2, 3pi/4). (6)
To compute the rotational free energy of the false
tiling we refer to Fig. 3(b). There are two vertex
types labeled in this picture, ◦ (5.6.6) and  (5.8.6 or
5.6.8). To work out the number of vertices of each
type, note that every octagon has a half-share (with an-
other octagon) of 4 pentagons, and a half-share (with
another octagon) of 4 hexagons. Thus the ratio of oc-
tagons:hexagons:pentagons is 1:2:2. Each n-gon has a
one-third share of n vertices, and so the total number of
vertices in this fundamental unit is (8+2×6+2×5)/3 =
10. Each octagon has only  vertices; each hexagon
has 4  vertices; and each pentagon has 4  vertices.
Thus in the fundamental unit of the pattern we have
(8 + 2 × 4 + 2 × 4)/3 = 8 vertices of type , and so the
probability that a given vertex is of type  is 8/10 = 4/5.
Thus we take
fnew(φ0, w) = −4
5
lnZ(φ0, w; θ, α)
− 1
5
lnZ(φ0, w;φ, β). (7)
To determine the angles θ, φ, α and β characterizing the
false tiling we again refer to Fig. 3. Note that the sum
of the internal angles of an n-gon is (n− 2)pi, whether or
not the n-gon is regular. Thus the sum of the pentagon’s
angles is 4θ+φ = 3pi, and the sum of the hexagon’s angles
is 4α + 2β = 4pi. At the vertex ◦ we have 2β + φ = 2pi.
As a simplifying assumption we take the octagon to be
regular, with each internal angle being 3pi/4. Then we
have θ + α+ 3pi/4 = 2pi. We can therefore determine all
the angles of the tiling in terms of one parameter, φ. We
then take the free energy of the tiling to be the minimum
of Eq. (7) as we vary this parameter, i.e.
fnew(φ0, w) = −min
φ
[
4
5
lnZ
(
φ0, w;
3pi − φ
4
,
pi
2
+
φ
4
)
+
1
5
lnZ
(
φ0, w;φ, pi − φ
2
)]
. (8)
In Fig. 4 we show the rotational free energies, as a func-
tion of the angle φ0, for discs that serve as the vertices of
the three structures. We show plots for patch half-angle
w = 4◦ and w = 10◦. For the narrower patch only the
4.8.8 and 6.6.6 tilings are viable, close to the ideal values
φ0 = pi/2 and φ0 = 2pi/3. For the wider patch, however,
the false tiling is also viable, and is lower in free energy
than the 4.8.8 and 6.6.6 tilings for intermediate values of
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FIG. 5. Regions of parameter space in which the indicated
phase is lowest in rotational free energy, according to the
equations (5), (6), and (8). We show only phases whose rota-
tional free energies lie within kBT of ln 2w: thus in the white
region all phases are strained (this strain can be inferred from
simulation: see e.g. the left snapshot in Fig. 2, in which no
ordered network is visible). In the gray region (labeled ‘coex’)
the neighboring phases have rotational free energies that lie
within kBT/10 of each other. The gray dashed line indicates
the points at which the 4.8.8 and 6.6.6 networks are equal in
rotational free energy.
φ0.
In Fig. 5 we identify where, in the space of φ0 and
w, each of the three phases is lowest in free energy. In
the region marked ‘coex’ the neighboring phases have
rotational free energies within kBT/10 of each other –
i.e. rotational free energy does not strongly discriminate
between the phases – and so other factors (such as vi-
brational free energy, ignored by this simple calculation)
will be important in determining phase behavior. Thus
in the region in which we see self-assembly of the false
tiling in simulations (Section II), 10◦ . w . 20◦ and
100◦ . φ0 . 110◦, the simple analytic argument of this
section predicts that it is thermodynamically stable with
respect to the 6.6.6 and 4.8.8 tilings. In the following
section we show that free-energy simulations confirm this
expectation.
IV. IN WHICH NUMERICAL FREE-ENERGY
CALCULATIONS CONFIRM THAT THE FALSE
TILING IS THERMODYNAMICALLY STABLE
A. Building the networks
To go beyond this simple estimate for rotational free
energy we performed numerical free-energy calculations.
These allow us to determine the phase behavior of net-
works, at low pressure, for various values of w and
φ0. We calculated absolute free energies of the network
phases, for fixed N,V, T, w, φ0, using the Frenkel-Ladd
method [20, 21], and calculated free-energy differences
using Hamiltonian integration [18, 21].
To build the networks equivalent to the 6.6.6, 4.8.8,
and false tilings, we used floppy-box simulations [22].
The 4.8.8 and 6.6.6 tilings can be generated almost im-
mediately using this approach. However, finding large
unit cells (such as that displayed by the false tiling) is
more challenging. We found the false tiling by simulat-
ing 40 particles under a range of different pressures and
temperatures. Our search was simplified by focusing on
fully-bonded networks. Simulation boxes of the resulting
structures are shown in Fig. 6.
We did not find other ordered phases using the floppy-
box method, and so the results of this search are consis-
tent with those of dynamic simulation: for the parameter
space we considered, both methods yield the 6.6.6, 4.8.8
and false tilings, and no other tilings.
B. Calculating absolute free energies
We performed absolute free-energy calculations of the
three phases to confirm their stability and to deter-
mine their coexistence properties in the low-temperature,
low-pressure limit, which approximates the conditions
under which structures in Section II were generated.
These calculations closely follow methodology presented
in Ref. [15], using the Kern-Frenkel interaction potential.
We evaluated the absolute free energy of networks us-
ing Frenkel-Ladd method, where the reference system is
an Einstein crystal with fixed center of mass [15, 21]. In
the following f ≡ F/N is free energy per particle and
β ≡ 1/kBT is the inverse temperature. The reference
translational free energy of an Einstein solid in 2D with
fixed center of mass is
βf reftrans = −
1
N
ln
[(
pi
βΛmaxtrans
)N−1
V
]
, (9)
where Λmaxtrans is a large value of the translational coupling,
such that all particles are fixed to their lattice positions.
Since specific interactions are present the rotational
symmetry of the particles is reduced to that of a one-
patch particle in 2D. For the rotational reference Hamil-
tonian we use a linear well. The reference rotational free
energy than reads
βf refrot = ln
∫ 1
0
e−βΛrxdx = ln
1− eβΛmaxr
βΛmaxr
, (10)
where x corresponds to the angle between the reference
orientation and the particle orientation, and Λmaxr is the
maximum value of the rotational coupling. In the cases
presented here the energy contribution can be set to a
constant, βU = −3N/2.
64.8.8 new 6.6.6
FIG. 6. Simulation boxes showing the three tilings. The energy per particle is in all cases U/N = −3/2.
C. Calculating free-energy differences
We wish to identify coexistence lines as a function of
the Hamiltonian, and in particular the interaction width
w and the angle between patches φ0. The phase diagram
produced is then in terms of these parameters, rather
than the traditional pressure-temperature diagrams.
Calculating free-energy differences is usually done us-
ing thermodynamic integration or Hamiltonian integra-
tion, in which the central object is the derivative β∂f/∂λ.
However, this derivative cannot be directly evaluated for
the non-analytic potentials used in this study. We there-
fore devised an alternative Monte Carlo scheme to cal-
culate the derivatives as a function of w and φ0. This
approach is inspired by previously proposed methods to
calculate pressure of particles with hard interactions in
the NV T ensemble [23].
We can derive a numerical expression for the required
derivative,
− β ∂f
∂w
= lim
∆w→0+
1
∆w
ln
Q(N,V, T, w −∆w)
Q(N,V, T, w)
, (11)
and evaluate the right-hand side of this expression by
switching between two canonical ensembles N,V, T, w1
and N,V, T, w2 with an acceptance probability
acc(w1 → w2) = min{1, exp(−β∆U)}. (12)
The derivative is the logarithm of the ratio of the num-
ber of counts of the states w = w1 and w2 = w + ∆w,
i.e. β∂f/∂w = lnP (w1)/P (w2), where P (w) is the prob-
ability that the system is in state w. The derivative as
a function of φ0 is calculated in a similar way, with w
replaced by φ0. With derivatives in hand the free-energy
differences are obtained using integration:
∆(βf) =
∫ w2
w1
〈
β
∂f(w)
∂w
〉
N,V,T,w
dw. (13)
The calculated derivatives are plotted in Fig. 7(a) for
the 6.6.6, 4.8.8, and false tilings (labeled ‘new’), taking
φ0 = 120
◦, 90◦ and 108◦, respectively. Using Eq. (13)
in combination with the absolute free-energy calculation
yields the free energy of each network as a function of w;
see Fig. 7(b).
We verified the validity of our free-energy calculation
by performing absolute free-energy calculations for mul-
tiple values of w. For example, the difference in free
energies between w1 = 2.5
◦ and w2 = 14◦ for the 6.6.6
tiling, calculated using Eq. (13), is ∆(βf) = 4.58. This
value is acceptably close to the difference of the absolute
free energies calculated using the Frenkel-Ladd method,
∆(βf) = βf(w1)− βf(w2) = −18.09 + 22.69 = 4.60.
Having evaluated the free energies as a function of the
patch width, we used the same method to calculate free
energies as a function of the angle φ0. We plot the deriva-
tives 〈β∂f/∂φ0〉 in Fig. 7(c) for the patch width w = 10◦.
The derivatives can be fitted accurately with the function
〈β∂f/∂φ0〉 = a tan[b(φ0 + φmin)] + c, (14)
with a, b and c constants. This fit facilitates our calcu-
lations. a and b govern the slope and the width of the
fit, and φmin is the angle φ0 at which the tiling has a
minimum free energy.
D. Free energies and a phase diagram
Using these methods we obtain the free energy of each
network as a function of the angle φ0: see Fig. 8. The co-
existence points are where the solid lines intersect. Fig. 8
can be compared with the simple argument of Section III,
which yields Fig. 4. The numerical calculations are in
agreement with the key features of the analytic predic-
tion, indicating that the thermodynamics of these tilings
is dominated by rotational entropy. The simulation re-
sults show, in addition, that some details of tiling ther-
modynamics (such as the lowest free energies of the 6.6.6
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FIG. 7. (a) Derivative of the free energy per particle with respect to the patch width w, calculated using Eq. (11). The solid
lines are fits. (b) By integrating the data in panel (a), and using absolute free-energy calculations, we obtain the free energies
of each tiling as a function of the patch width w. The plots for the 6.6.6, 4.8.8 and false tiling (‘new’) are calculated with
φ0 = 120
◦, 90◦ and 108◦ respectively. (c) Derivative of the free energy as a function of the angle φ0. The grey crosses are the
measured values. The solid lines are the fits using Eq. (14). All results are calculated with the patch half-width w = 10◦.
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FIG. 8. Free energies calculated numerically as a fu ction
of the patch angle φ0 for the 4.8.8, 6.6.6, and false tilings.
Temperature is set to kBT = /20, and the patch width is set
to w = 10◦ in all cases. These calculations are consistent with
the key features of the theoretical prediction shown in Fig. 4.
and 4.8.8 tilings) depend upon factors ignored by our
simple calculation, such as vibrational entropy.
Having calculated coexistence behavior for the patch
width w = 10◦, we plot in Fig. 9 a low-pressure, low-
temperature phase diagram as a function of w and φ0.
To do so, we used the fact that free-energy derivatives
are well behaved and can be precisely fit with simple
analytical functions, and performed a semi-analytical
calculation. This procedure contrasts with the stan-
dard method of tracing coexistence lines, in which the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation (containing the quantity
dp/dT ) is integrated. In principle we could employ a
similar strategy because the free energy derivatives with
respect to w and φ0 can be calculated. But the present
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FIG. 9. Low-temperature, low-pressure phase diagram as a
function of w and φ0. The results show that for larger values
of the patch width the false tiling becomes metastable with
respect to the 6.6.6 and 4.8.8 tilings. The main features of the
diagram are consiste t with the simple analytic prediction of
Fig. 5. The grey dashed line indicates coexistence between
the 6.6.6 and 4.8.8 tilings.
method allows us to recover the free-energy landscape
over a large parameter space more directly. First, we
identified the dependence of the fitting parameters a, b, c
and φmin (see Eq. (14)) on w, which we plot in Fig. A1,
together with the dependence of fitting parameters on w;
see Fig. A2. We then evaluated the derivatives 〈∂f/∂w〉
and 〈∂f/∂φ0〉 at various values of w and φ0. Both can
be evaluated at the same time, and the values of ∆w
and ∆φ0 were optimized to maximize the accuracy of
the calculation. Finally, we use the fitted solutions to
find coexistence points as a function of w and φ0.
The phase diagram of Fig. 9 is consistent with the
8key features of the theoretical prediction, which consid-
ers only rotational entropy, illustrated in Fig. 5. In the
region of large w, where the rotational entropy of phases
is similar, simulation shows the 4.8.8 and 6.6.6 tilings to
be more stable than the false tiling. The false tiling is
thermodynamically stable, or comparable in free energy
to the other tilings, in the parameter regime in which we
see it in dynamic simulations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have used theory and simulation to show that a
model DNA particle self-assembles into a network equiv-
alent to a false tiling. The network is thermodynami-
cally stable, or comparable in free energy to the 6.6.6
and 4.8.8 networks, in the parameter regime in which we
see it assemble. The model particle that forms the false
tiling has rotational properties that lie between those of
the constituents of the 6.6.6 and 4.8.8 tilings. The false
tiling is more complex then either of these structures:
it possesses three vertex types, none of which is exactly
commensurate with the properties of the particle. It is
possible that existing DNA nanoparticle designs [3, 5]
might be modified to allow the assembly of this struc-
ture. More generally, its emergence highlights the fact
that unexpected and complex structures can arise from
small modifications of regular building blocks.
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FIG. A1. Fitted parameters a, b, c and φmin for varying patch width w. The blue squares denote the 6.6.6 tiling, the cyan
circles denote the false tiling, and the green triangles denote the 4.8.8 tiling. Fig. A2 shows that the parameter-fitting procedure
introduces little additional error.
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FIG. A2. Tiling free energies for various patch widths. The dark green curves are the original numerical calculations (using
the parameters a, b, d, φmin) and the cyan lines are the semi-analytical solutions using the fitted parameters a, b, c and φmin;
see Fig. A1. The dark green and the cyan curves closely match in all cases, indicating that little error is incurred during the
parameter-fitting procedure.
